1. Get creative using snow as a material for your artwork, your construction project, or your snowy lawn game!

2. Snow Arch or Bridge
Make similarly sized, compact snow blocks using a plastic box. Assemble them into architectural models.

3. Snow as a construction material
Create a ramp out of snow, dig holes, and make pins out of snow or with plastic bottle. Bring out a summer ball. What other pieces will you need to make?

4. Snow as a lawn game
Create a course by compacting the snow in a small area. Fashion obstacles out of snow, then use a stick and ball to play. Also use a small area for fashioning the snow in patterns. Create a huge image by printing on the snow.

5. Mini Putt
Dye a patch of undisturbed snow using coloured water in a spray dispenser.

6. Winterlude Challenge

7. Snow fact!
Snow isn’t white; it’s translucent. Lights of all colours are reflected on every tiny crystalline surface of the snowflake, and when you add up all the colour of lights, you get white!

8. Snow as a material for your artwork, your construction project, or your snowy lawn game!

9. Reminders!
Ask your grown-ups before taking supplies! Be safe using them, especially shovels. Don’t forget your supplies outside, or you might not see them before spring!

10. Write your ideas here.

11. Collage
Create a huge image by printing on the snow. Use your boots, your body, or a large stick to create designs.

12. Ski Ball, Bowling or Corn Hole
Create a ramp out of snow, dig holes, and make pins out of snow or with plastic bottle. Bring out a summer ball. What other pieces will you need to make?

13. Winterlude Challenge

14. Paint or Graffiti
Dye a patch of undisturbed snow using coloured water in a spray dispenser.